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1.0 Summary

In spite of all the careful and extensive work that has been done there is still no certain 

indication of where gold might be concentrated. There is gold associated with actinolite 

schist along a contact (which cannot be traced very far). This is associated with 

magnetite-chalcopyrite. This geological environment has been explored locally but an 

attempt will be made to trace this situation further north with local anomalous magnetics 

and preferably with coincidal HLEM response.

Gold is also present and associated with thin quartz veins evident in outcrop at several 

locations. These can be evaluated by the older method of trenching in the area, one of 

the deterrents to this prospecting is the extent of lake covering possibly interesting areas. 

Geophysical response to possible quartz veins beneath the lake is probable minimal in 

contrast to the search with a zone associated with magnetite and sulphides. Therefore the 

prime effort should be towards finding this latter type concentration in an attempt to 

duplicate the situation present in BP Resources hole 89-2.

Extensive rock chip and soil sampling for various elements has been done and while 

informative has come up with nothing concrete. Further work of this type is not 

recommended.

Some careful geological mapping along the strike of the magnetic high should be done. 

This is distinct from supposed known contacts. The general contacts as recorded on 

geological maps seem conjectural.
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2.0 Introduction
The Monument Bay Property, comprised of 78 claims found on Lake Of The Woods, 

Kenora, ON, received exploration in early 1996, performed by Anvil Resources Ltd, of 

Vancouver, BC Anvil Resources optioned the 79 claim property (near 1248 hectares 

of mineral rights) in 1995 from an entrepreneur residing in the Kenora Area. In January, 

1996, Anvil contracted M C Exploration Services Inc of South Porcupine, ON to do the 

ground work comprised of the following; 134 km of line cutting, total field magnetics, 

and HLEM surveys. The recent work is subsequent to a limited area of past exploration' 

done by various explorationists attempting to delineate areas of gold concentrations. The 

extensive 1996 baseline trending N480T for a length of nine (9) kilometers broadens the 

scope of mineralized probabilities. A problematical situation arises over the vast amount 

of water coverage. Therefore the emphasis of the interpretations is focused on 

coincidental magnetic se HLEM anomalies facilitating future delineation.

past exploration':
 The most significant of past exploration was that done by B.P. which culminated in the 
drilling of several holes along a traceable contact. The work was confined to a small area 
on the east side of a narrow bay west of Separation Point and emphasis was on extending 
the known zone in DH-89-2 with the drilling of several holes. Further holes proposed in a 
report by E R Craigie of April 1989 for B.P. Resources were designed to intersect the 
down dip extension of the known intersection. For reasons of economy the 
recommendations were never followed.
 Previous Work- as written
 Work Programs- as written
 Geology- as written
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3.0 Property

FIGURE 1: MONUMENT BAY PROPOERTY

3.1 Location
The Monument Bay Property lies within an area recently mapped geologically at 14 mi to 

1" by the Ontario Geological Survey (described within an overall report by M G Morrice, 

1989). It lies within a portion of Lake Of The Woods, southwest of Kenora, ON and just 

along the Minnesota boundary. It is accessible by plane, boat, and ice road.
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3. l Land Holdings

The property consisting of 79 contiguous claims (Refer to Figure l or Plans 4S SE 4N, 

compilation map), claim sheet G-2632, Lake Of The Woods, Kenora Mining Division, 

northwestern Ontario, are held in the name of Mr R Fairservice. The 79 claim property 

is under option to Anvil Resources Ltd of Vancouver, BC.

3.3 Previous Work

From a report by G Campbell a brief summary of past work that was accomplished prior 

to his work is given. Drilling was done by Hud Bay in 1975 and more recent by B.P. 

Resources in a magnetite rich alteration zone in basic rocks. Exception has to be taken to 

his statement that little exploration work has been done. Given the history of the general 

area there has been an abundance of unrecorded work by older prospecting methods. The 

primary reason being ease of access and discovery of several promising gold showings in 

the general area. Thus much of the available quartz vein has been examined carefully.

4.0 Work Synopsis
4.1 1996 Anvil Resources

Current emphasis is on reading two frequencies of MaxMin (HLEM) on the newly 

established picket line grid with coincidental readings of total field magnetics. These maps 

are superposed to develop a guide (Compilation Maps Plan 4S se 4N in pocket) for 

further exploration.

4.2 1989 Geology, M G Morrice

The area has been geologically examined in detail by the recent mapping of the O.G.S. ( 

M G Morrice, 1989) and reference is made to that report regarding rock types.
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4.3 1989 Structure, M G Morrice

For a detail analysis of the structural geology of the area the reader is referred to Report 

265, ODM 1989 by M G Morrice.

4.4 1988 Mineralization, G Campbell

This is described in detail in the Campbell report and hardly needs to be repeated here. 

There is a magnetite chalcopyrite occurrence in the linear zone at Monument Bay that has 

produced gold values and the quartz vein with gold associated on various islands which 

were probably examined extensively in the last 100 years.

5.0 Geophysical Agenda
5.1 Past Geophysical exploration

As per Campbell, 1988 there is an airborne survey initiated by Hudson Bay and followed 

up in 1975 by ground geophysics west of the property being reported on. An overall 

plan of aero EM response produced by Aerodat of the complete general area for B.P. 

Resources dated 1988 is available. Aero magnetic data over the same flight lines has 

been recorded. The survey is elaborated upon in a report of August, 1988 by Marcel 

Konings, geophysical consultant for BP Resources. B.P. recorded a detailed total field 

magnetic survey in a concentrated area around the main showing.

5.2 1996 Line Cutting

In January 1996, M C Exploration Services (MCX) line cutting crews established a 

baseline O -f 007 0+00 point on the north shore of an island on claim 1018313, near 

1400 meters east of north from Separation Point. The baseline was orientated with a 

N48 0T Azimuth and extends 3800 meters north (grid north), and 5200 meters south 

(grid south). Lines were turned every 100 meters at 900 to the baseline. The lines extend 

to the claim boundaries. The entire grid was chained and picketed at a 25 meter interval. 

The grid was only completed in late February, 1996 due to crews having to contend with 

hard winter conditions especially when working over the open lake areas.
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5.3 1996 TFM Survey Procedure

MCX geophysical crews read the total field magnetic survey from lanuary 26 to February 

27'f 1 996. The magnetic field (nanoTesla) was read using the GSM-19 Overhauser 

Magnetometers with a precision of 0.02 nT. A total of 10,825 readings were taken at a 

12.5 meter interval (half stations). The magnetic intensities range from 51466 nT to 

67401 nT and has an average on 58835 nT. Refer to 8.0 Equipment Specifications and 

9.0 Survey Theory for additional information about the survey.

5.4 1996 TFM Survey Results

The data collected is posted on two 1:5000 maps (south and north plates) showing the 

total field magnetic intensities with a 58000 nT base removed, and is contoured at a 50 

nT interval. Due to a lack of information it is uncertain as to the origin of all the high 

magnetic trends seen on the properties. The presence of disseminated magnetite (G 

Campbell, 1988), and possible pyroxenites are the most likely sources of high magnetic 

susceptibilities. Although the results are plotted on two separate sheets, the discussion 

emphasizes the entire coverage, refer to Figure 2, coloured TFM contours on page 6.

The broad sinuous response of high magnetic susceptibilities along the NE edge is a 

probable response to underlying ultramafic rocks. This can be seen across Separation Point 

extending northwesterly into the lake. The coarsely parallel trend of mag highs bordering 

west (along the west edge of the grid) is ^ likely due to similar underlying rocks. At the 

southwest limit of the grid dispersed gatherings of mag highs perhaps reflect sills or fingers 

of ultramafic rocks. There is a near north trend of scattered mag highs bisecting the grid 

near the inlet of Monument Bay. This infers a near north trending system of faults. At 

this time it is postulated that there are two fault systems. One trends NW and the other 

trends just east of north. The HLEM response does not refute this theory.
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FIGURE 2; Monument Bay Property 1996 Geophysical Results
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5.5 1996 HLEM Survey Procedure

MCX geophysical crews read the HLEM survey in conjunction with the magnetic survey 

from lanuary 26 to February 27.1996. Crews read the cross-lines at a 25 meter interval 

with the MaxMin 19, using a 100 meter coil separation to collect both ip-phase and out- 

phase elements on 440Hz, and 1760 Hz frequencies. An inclinometer was used to keep 

the transmitting and receiving coils coplanar. The HLEM Plan maps label and profile both 

elements at a l cm = 2Q*fo scale. The results can be viewed as follows; 440 Hz survey on 

Plans 2S and 2N, 1760 Hz survey on Plans 3S and 3N.

5.6 1996 HLEM Survey Results

The electromagnetic survey responds to a labyrinth of features such as physiography and 

underlying geology. Anomaly axis have been delineated on the south plates only (Plan 2S 

and 3S) to show the overwhelming aberrative responses. However the EM axis for the 

lower 440 Hz frequencies can be viewed on the compilation maps (both north and south 

plates). If further study is done a process of elimination would be needed. Since the grid 

is already established, a 200 m coil spacing survey would help eliminate surficial noise. 

Another source of noise is referred to as geological (eg. where faults are responsible for 

the anomalies).

There are two prominent trends of HLEM response coincidental with magnetic high trends 

which are of interest. The first cuts across the main showing area trending near parallel to 

the baseline to then take a sinuous course off grid at Separation Point. The second trend 

of significance follows the first one, just northwest of the former (or grid west of the 

baseline) and responds in a disbanded manner. There is a third trend of anomalies at the 

north within a magnetic low background.
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6.0 Implications
6.1 Conclusion

With due respect to all the detailed and careful work which has preceded the present 

geophysical survey it has been found to be deficient. Geological contacts are more readily 

substantiated by the detailed geophysical surveys. Further prospecting should utilize 

geophysical data as compiled. Emphasis should be on tracing contacts for further signs of 

an environment conclusive to gold. Without the detection of additional gold intersections 

there is no incentive for expending further effort on the property.

6.2 Recommendations

The emphasis on this program which augments the B.P. Resources drilling is upon 

extending the search further afield towards locating a similar zone further northwest on 

the basis of favourable HLEM and magnetic indicators along the east edge of the zone of 

mineralization as documented in Figure 3, Campbell 1988. This is on the extended strike 

of the 89-2 actinolite zone. There is little thought at this time of extending the zone 

southward. Locally it has been cut off by faulting to the south. However with a more 

regional emphasis, examination of the southward extension along strike of the favourable 

geophysics will be implemented but is not of first priority.
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6.0 CERTIFICATION

I Richard Daigle residing at 1115 Maclean Dr, U15 in the city of Timmins, ON, Certify;

1. l have received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 
1979 from Radio College of Canada, Toronto, ON.

2. I have been computer literate and utilized geophysical 
equipment for fifteen years.

3. Experienced Max-Min ( HLEM ) interpretations along with field 
operations under the supervision of ]ohn Betz, 1979- 81.

4. Geophysicist Assistant for Kidd Creek Mines under the 
supervision of Mr. Doug Londry, 1981- 85.

5. Fulfilled geophysical contracts in NE Ontario, 1985-87.

6. Fulfilled geophysical contracts ( IP, HLEM, MAG, SP ) along with property 
assessments in Eastern Canada, 1987- 92.

7. I have been employed by M.C. Exploration Services Inc as 
Geophysical Evaluator for the past four years.

8. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

DATE:

Respectfully Submitted;

R. J. Daigle
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CERTIFICATION
I Warren Oilman of Timmins, Ontario 

Certify

l. l am a graduate of the University of Toronto with B.Sc and 
M.Sc degrees in Geological Science.

2.1 have been practicing my profession in Norm America, Soudi 
America and Africa for fifty ( 50 ) years.

3. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

Respectfully Submitted;

- ^S 
/sr&j^fK. /

Mr. Warren Oilman
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8.0 Equipment Specifications

8.1 Magnetometers
GEM Systems Advanced Magnetometers GSM-19 V 4.0
GEM Systems Ine
52 West Beaver Creek Road. Urn t 14
Richmond Hill. Ontario Phone: (905) 764- 8008
Canada. L4B-1L9 Fax ; (905) 764- 9329

1.0 Instrument Description
 The sensor is a dual coil type designed to reduce noise and improve gradient tolerance. The coils are 
electrostatically shielded and contain a proton rich liquid in a pyrex bottle, which also acts as an RF 
resonator.
 The sensor cable is coaxial, typically RG-58/U. up to 100m long.
 The staff is made of strong aluminum tubing sections. This construction allows for a selection of sensor 
elevations above the ground during surveys. For best precision the full staff length should be used. Recommended 
sensor separation in gradiometer mode is one staff section, although two or three section separations are 
sometimes used for maximum sensitivity
 The console contains all the electronic circuitry It has a sixteen key keyboard, a 4x20 character 
alphanumeric display, ana sensor and power input/ output connectors The keyboard also serves as an QH-OFF 
switch
 The power input/output connector also serves as a RS232 input/output and optionally as analog output and 
contact closure triggering input
 The keyboard front panel, and connectors are sealed (can operate under rainy conditions)
 The charger has two levels of charging, full and trickle, switching automatically from one to another 
Input is normally 110V 50/60HZ Optionally. 12V DC can be provided.
 The all-metal housing of the console guarantees excellent EM protection

2.0 Instrument Specifications
Resolution 0.01 nT. magnetic field and gradient
Accuracy 0.20 nT over operating range
Range 20.000 to 120.000 nT automatic tuning, requiring initial setup
Gradient Tolerance over 10.000 nT/m
Operating Interval 3 seconds minimum, faster optional Reading initiated from keyboard
external trigger, or carriage return via RS-232
Input/Output 6 pin weatherproof connectors
Power Requirements 12V. 200mA peak. 30mA standby. 300mA peak with Gradiometer
Power Source Internal 12V. 1.9Ah sealed lead-acid battery standard. external source
opt iona'
Battery Charger Input. HO/ 220VAC. 50/60H2 and/or 12VDC

Output. 12V dual level charging 
Operatina Ranges Temperatures. -40 0C to *60"C

Battery Voltages: 10.0 V min to 15 0V max
Humidity; up to 901 relative, non condensing 

Storage Temperature -50"C to *65"C 
Dimensions Console: 223 X 69 X 240 cm

Sensor Staff. 4 x 450mm sections
Sensor. 170 x 71 mm diameter
Weight: Console 2 I Kg Staff O 9Kg Sensors: I.iKg
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8.2 MaxMin 19 HLEM System

Apex MaxMin 1-9
 The MaxMin l ground Horizontal Loop ElectroMagnetic (HLEM) systems are designed for mineral S water exploration 
and for geoengineering applications. They expand the highly popular MaxMin II and III EM system concepts The 
frequency range (in HZ) is extended to seven ocLaves from four The ranges and numbers of coi' separations are 
increased and new operating modes are addea The receiver can also be used independently for wasurements with 
power line sources The advanced sphene arc powerline noise rejection is further improved, resjlting in faster 
and more accurate surveys. particularly at large coil separations Several receivers may be operated alo'ng a sing'e 
reference scale Mating plug in data acquisition computer is available for use with MaxMin I for automatic digital 
acquisition ana processing The computer specifications are in separate data sheets
Specifications
frequencies i 10. 220. 440. 880. 1760. 3520. 7040. 14080 Hz plus 50/60HZ power 11 ne 
frequency (receiver only)
 Modes MAXl: HL mode. Tx S Rx coil planes horizontal and coplanar 

MAX2: V coplanar loop mode. Tx !, Rx coil planes V f, coplanar 
MAX3: V coaxial loop mode. Tx tt Rx coil planes V i coaxial 
MINI: P loop mode l ( Tx coil plane H S Rx coil plane V 
MIN2: P loop mode 2 (Tx coil plane V J Rx coil plane H.

 Coil Separation 12 5.25.50.75 100.125.150.200.300.400 meters standard.
10.20.40.60.80.100.120.160.200.240.320m. internal option
50.100.200.300.400.500.600.800.1000.1200.1600ft internal opt -Parameters IP and O 

components of the secondary magnetic field, in X Measure of primary (Tx) fid. Fid amplitude and/or 
tilt of PL fid. -Readouts Analog direct readouts on edgewise panel meters for IP. Q 
and tilt, and for 50/60HZ amplitude Additional digital readouts when using the DAC. for 

which interfacing and controls are provided for plug-in
 Range of Analog IP and Q scales: O +20X. O  2-1. O Readouts  100*. switch activated. 
Analogue tilt scale O  75X grade (digital IP 4 Q O  102.4X)
 Readability Analogue IP and Q 0.05X to 0.5X. analogue tilt IX grade (digital IP i Q 
O IX).
 Repeatability  0 35X to   IX normally, depending on frequency, coil spacing S 
conditions
 Signal Powerline comb filter, continuous spherics noise dipping. Filtering autoad just ing time 
constants and other filtering.
 Warning Lights Rx signal and reference warning lights to indicate potential errors.
 Survey Depth From surface down to 1.5 times coil separation used.
 Transmitter HOHz: 220atm 220Hz: 215atm 440Hz: 210atm 880Hz: 200atm
Dipole moments 1760Hz: 160atm 3520HZ: SOatm 7040Hz: 40atm 14080Hz: 20atm -Reference Cable Lightweight 

unshielded 4/2 conductor teflon cable for maximum temperature range and for minimum 
friction
 Intercom Voice communication link via reference cable.
 Rx Power Supply Four standard 9V batt (0.5Ah. alk) Life 30 hrs continuous duty, less in cold 
weather Rechargeable batt optional.
 Tx Power Supply Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid 12V-13Ahr batt (4x 6V-6#\h) in canvas 
belt Opt 12V-8Ahr light duty belt pack.
 Tx Battery For 110-120/220-240VAC. 50/60/400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply Charger operation, 
automatic float charge mode, three charge status indicator lights Output 14.4V-1.25A nominal.
 Operating Temp -40T to *600C
 Rx weight 8 kg -Tx weight 16 kg with standard batt.

IP-In-Pnase/ Q-Quadrature/ H- Horizontal/ V- Vertical/ PL- Powerline
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9.0 Survey Theory
9.1 Magnetics

Magnetic Survey 
Theory; 6

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the shape and magnitude 
of the earth's naturally occurring magnetic field caused by changes in the 
magnet i zat T on of the rocks in the earth. These changes in magnetization are due 
mainly to the presence of the magnetic minerals, of which the most common is 
magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some less common 
minerals. Magnetic anomalies in the earth's filed are caused by changes in two 
types of magnetization; (1) Induced, caused by the magnetic field being altered 
and enhanced by increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the rocks, which is 
a function of the concentration of the magnetic minerals. (2) Remanent magnetism 
is independent of the earth's magnetic field, and is the permanent magnetization 
of the magnetic particles (magnetite, etc..) in the rocks. This is created when 
these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field when cooling. 
This magnetization may not be in the same direction as the present earth's field, 
due to changes in the orientation of the rock or the field. The unit of 
measurement (variations in intensity) is commonly known as the Gamma which is 
equivalent to the nanotesla (nT).

Method:

The magnetometer. GSM-19 with an Overhauser sensor measures the Total Magnetic 
Field (TFM) perpendicular to the earth's field (horizontal position in the polar 
region). The unit has no moving parts, produces an absolute and relatively high 
resolution measurement of the field and displays the measurement on a digital 
lighted display and is recorded (to memory). Initially, the tuning of the 
instrument should agree with the nominal value of the magnetic field for each 
particular area. The Overhauser procession magnetometer collected the data with 
a 0.2 nanoTesla accuracy. The operator read each and every line at a 12.5 m 
interval with the sensor attached to the top of three (56cm) aluminum tubing 
sections. The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's magnetic field 
(diurnal drift) with a similar GSM-19 magnetometer, ^base station^ which 
automatically read and stored the readings at every 30 seconds. The data from 
both units was then downloaded to PC and base corrected values were computed.
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9.2 Horizontal Loop Electromagnetics 

HLEM Theory
 TheMaxMin I isa frequency domain Horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measjr ing the response 
o' conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic field The transmitted, or primary EM field is a 
sinusoidally varying field at any of the eight varying frequencies. This field induces an electromotive force 
(em* 1,. or voltage, in any conductor through which the field passes (defined by Faraday's Law) The emf causes a 
secondary current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary electromagnetic field. This changing 
secondary field induces an emf in the receiver coil (by Faraday's Law) at the same frequency, but which differs 
f ron ne primary field in magnitude and phase The difference in phase (phase angle) is a function of the 
conductance of the conouctor(s). both the target and the overburden, and host rock The magnitude of the secondary 
fie : d ' S dependant on the conductance dimension, depth, geometry as well as on the interference from the 
overDurder. ana host roc* The two parameters, phase angle and magnitude are measured by measuring the strength 
of the secondary f i el c m two components: the real f i el a . I n-phase with the primary field, and the imaginary field. 
Quadrature o' 90C out-c'-phase from the primary *ielc The magnitude and pnase angle of tne response is also a 
fjnctior of the frequency cf the pnrrary field A higher frequency f'eld generates a stronger response to weaker 
conductors A low frequency tends to pass through weak conductors anc penetrate to a deeper deotn The lower 
frequercy also tends to energize tue  full thickness of a conductor, ana give better neasu^e cf ~t s true 
conductivity-thickness " o " . in mnc s per meter. For tnese reasons, two or more frequencies are usually used 
A lower frequency for oetter penetration ana a higher frequency for stronger response to weaker conductors. The 
transmuted primary field also creates an emf in the receiver coil, which is much stronger than that of the 
secondary and must be corrected for Dy the receiver This is done by electronically creating an emf in the 
receiver, whose magnitude is determined by the distance between the transmitter and receiver The phase is derived 
from the receiver via an interconnecting cable.
Method
The MaxMin I is a two-man continuously portable EM system. Designed to measure both the vertical and horizontal 
In-Phase (IP) and Quadrature (QP) conponents of the anomalous field from electrically conductive zones. The plane 
of the Transmitter (Tx) was kept parallel to the mean slope between the TX and Receiver (Rx) at all times. This 
ensures a horizontal loop system measuring perpendicular to the anomalous targets. The grid being surveyed should 
alsc be secant chained in order to keep a constant separation (between Tx and Rx) to eliminate anomalous response 
derived from cable loss over rough terrain Crews attempted to keep a constant separation for a qualitative survey. 
Three frequencies: 440Hz. 1760Hz. and 3520Hz were selected to resolve complex conductors if/when encountered. The 
200 meter coil spacing, chosen to detect possible deep conductors also ensures a more consistent survey overall 
(a large spread gives better penetration over areas of conductive layers, eg. clay). The crews read the cross- 
lines only to cut the geology at a perpendicular angle for better cross-over response
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1. O Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.

2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.

3. O Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

n the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Ae 1 : Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreemer!s, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims.

Me 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

~~ ! Signature f7! ll"?'i a tjpnnfir'-i 1 inlerp.sT 'i f-o
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (s) one of the following:

1 . D Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.

2. O Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.

3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

Me 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
tp the mining claims.

ate 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

- e-A- tha 1 the recorded holder had a benel c:al inte*es' in t v e patented l Signature
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please indicate from 
/hich claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:

. O Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.

1. O Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.

. CD Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

i the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

:e 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims.

te 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

! Signature 'Date 'cert ifv tha! | K e recc'ded ho'der had a be-^e' jva' interest ;n '"-e patented



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
ai.d Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit d'evaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction No./N 0 de transaction

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la prcsenle f or mule sont 
recueilhs en vertu de la Loi sur les mines et sen/iron! a tenir a jour un registre 
des concessions mmieres. Adresser toute quesiton sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Developpement du Nord et des Mines, 159, rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/Couts directs

Type

Wages 
Salaires

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Oroits de 
1 'entrepreneur 
et de ('expert- 
Cornell

Supplies Used 
Foumltures 
uUMsees

Equipment 
Rental 
Location de 
materiel

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre

Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

Iy2fct,rr'"f
QetfMIfXX. (VC*CfC

Type

Type

Amount 
Montan!

??iwr

4

Totals 
Total global

fc7,?iJ."

Total Direct Costs W/-* y*\ o 
Total des couts directs n"*'

2. Indirect Costs/Couts indirects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissibles en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nourriture et 
hebergement

Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

Description

Type

Amount 
Montan!

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partiel des couts Indirects

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20H of Direct Costs) 
Montan! admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des couts directs)

Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur totale du credit 
(Tout of Direct and ABomble d'evaluation
Indlract coat*) (Total de* eoOU dteet*

Totals 
Total global

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregtstrg sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 
le present etal des couts dans les 30 jours suivant une demande a cet 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. le ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100(to of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant leur achievement sont 
rembourses a 100 *to de la vaJeur totate susmentionnee du credH d'evaluation.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50Vt of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

X 0.50

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achievement 
sont rembourses a 50 "to de la valeur totale du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les calculs ci-dessous.

Valour totale du credit d'evaluation Evaluation totale demandee

x 0.50 =

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that as
(Recorded Holder. Agent. Position in Company)

to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des couts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

l am authorized Et qu'a litre de . je suis autorise
(titulaire enregistre. representant. poste occup* dans la compagnie)

a faire cette attestation.

Signature Date



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

September 25, 1996

Scott A. Rivett 
Mining Recorder 
808 Robertson Street 
P.O. Box 5200 
Kenora, ON 
P9N 3X9

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 670-5853 
(705) 670-5863

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.16765

Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9610.00104

After reviewing the Work Report(s) we have prepared this letter and the attached summary, which 
lists the results of our review. Requirements of the Assessment Work Regulation may not have been 
fully met. Please examine the summary to determine the next course of action concerning the 
identified Work Report(s).

NOTE: The 90 day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, 
is no longer in effect for this submission.

PLEASE NOTE ANY REQUESTED REVISIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN DUPLICATE.

If the anniversary dates for the mining claims affected by this correspondence have not passed, a 
number of options are available. Please contact the Mining Recorder to discuss these options.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome at 
(705)670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10240 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .16765

Date Correspondence Sent: September 25, 1996 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9610.00104 977940

Section:

14 Geophysical EM 
14 Geophysical MAG

Township(s) l A rea(s) Status

MONUMENT BAY (LAKE OF THE Approval 
WOODS)

Approval Date

September 25. 1996

Correspondence to:

Mining Recorder 
Kenora, ON

Resident Geologist 
Kenora, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

Mike Caron 
PORCUPINE, ONTARIO

ROBERT JOHN FAIRSERVICE 
KENORA, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 10240
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RESOURCES Inc.
HLEM Survey

Monument Bay Property

Claim Sheet G-2632, Lake Of The Woods 
NT5:52E-7 Kenora Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. March 1996.
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ANVIL RESOURCES Inc.
HLEM Survey

Monument Bay Property

Claim Sheet G-2632, Lake Of The Woods 
NT5:52E-7 Kenora Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. March 1996.
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HLEM Survey

Monument Bay Property
Claim Sheet G-2632, Lake Of The Woods 

NTS:52E-7 Kenora Mining Division
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. March 1996.
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ANVIL RESOURCES Inc.
Compilation Map

Monument Bay Property
Claim Sheet G-2632, Lake Of The Woods 

NT5:52E-7 Kenora Mining Division
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. March 1996.
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